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Arts Recruitment Working Group Minutes 

Tuesdays, February 9, 2021 
via Microsoft Teams 

3:00-4:00pm 
 

 
Attendees: Jennifer Angus, Derrick Buisch, Courtney Byelich, Scott Carter, Robin Fisher, Aaron Greer, Dominique Haller, Andrea 
Harris, Alicia Hazen, Kate Hewson, John Hitchcock, Patrick Jackson, Jared Jellison, Wendy Johnson, Teddy Kaul, Kate Lochner, Sarah 
Marty, Matthew Mauk, Karen McShane-Hellenbrand, André Phillips, Scot Shepley, Sofía Snow, Lisa Spierer, Rachel Tatge, Alyssa 
Watts, Susan Zaeske 
 
Absences:  Sean Bishop, Rebecca Buckman, Kelley Conway, Julie Ganser, Erik Gunneson, Colleen Howes, Carolyn Kallenborn, Dan 
Lisowski, John Surdyk, Candie Waterloo 
 

Minutes 
 

Item Time 
Introductions 
 

3:05-3:10p 

DotA Arts Initiative History 
A PDF Kate Hewson's PowerPoint follows these minutes. 

 

3:10-3:15p 

Recruitment report-out (highlights) 
Art Department: mini high school portfolio review week; "Meet Bucky" fall virtual sessions; new graphic 
design certificate and BS in graphic; "healthy" number of grad applications 

Art History: 4-course certificate "most popular credential for our students;" non-arts majors starting to use AH 
for humanities requirement.  

Bolz Center: Arts & Creative Enterprise (ACE) Leadership is a one-year accelerated masters degree combining 
arts entrepreneurship, arts and cultural leadership, and arts management curriculum—some scholarships 
available 

Communication Arts: "interest has held steady" in Digital Cinema Production Certificate 

Dance Department: faculty videos on Facebook and YouTube, facilities video tour with Chris Walker; virtual 
auditions; 15-minute candidate phone calls with Karen; offering a Dance Studies Certificate beginning Fall 
2021; planning a virtual weekend event for 2022 recruitment 

Design Studies/SoHE: shifted many in-person activities to virtual and ended up expanding the audience—two 
online info sessions per month are "widely attended;" added student ambassadors, which improved 
engagement; Major Discovery Week (reserved for current students) will be recorded and could be shared with 
other units; new certificates—Design Strategy & Textiles—have attracted new students; fashion show is 
continuing online  

DotA: updating recruitment marketing materials; plan to explore virtual tour options; prepping for in-person 
tabling in the fall 

 

 

 

3:15-4:00p 

https://wsb.wisc.edu/-/media/programs/masters/documents/wisconsin-ma-arts-quick-guide.pdf
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First Wave: Touring ensemble is continuing to perform; virtual Passing the Mic included about 40 prospective 
students from all over the country; 'Hip-Hop in the Heartland' teacher training; would like to broadcast other 
units' tours and "help yield your recruits" 

L&S: have hosted 'Ask me Anythings;' Deans Ambassadors Program is effective; Virtual SOAR went very well 
last year—8400 advisees; SOAR will likely stay virtual in 2021 

OAR: Andre noted "I am over the moon in hearing these reports;" +54K applications between early and 
regular; "If there's anything we can help with…please, don't hesitate to reach out;" Rachel is happy to host 
content at Visit Bucky; will also add materials to virtual resource fairs; "tours are invaluable!!" Admitted 
Student Day for the Arts—event will be "open to evaluation" when we return to campus—turned into a virtual 
panel this year; Rachel and Alyssa are now OAR contacts for ARWG 

School of Education: Imaging Self — did 2 summers in person; canceled in 2020, this year is part of Badger 
Summer Scholars working through DCS (Tomiko Jones, Audrey Wax, Kate Corby teaching) 

School of Music: in the 'final cut process' of a recruitment video; heavily promoting SoM streaming events; 
mixed results from virtual tabling; working with member of staff to run streaming events to share w/ 
prospective Bachelor of Music (performance or education); "lots of energy" required to take audition online 

The Studio: Virtual Arts on Campus Panels and Open Houses in collaboration with OAR; reaching out to DDEEA 
Division of Diversity, Equity, and Education Achievement for closer recruitment efforts; working on a 
recruitment campaign with current Studio residents via Instagram; thinking about a Creative Spaces virtual 
tour—not confirmed yet; feel free to share out new Studio brochure and/or updated 
website thestudiouw.arts.wisc.edu  

Theatre & Drama: enrollment has stayed level; doing online panels and working up to virtual studio tours; 
certificate started fall 2019—hoping to push it; gearing up for Majors Discovery Week; started a certificate in 
Theatre; noted an increase in double majors with Theatre 

WUD: "just hoping to make sure we're in good communication with our artful campus colleagues;" doing 
annual recruitment for existing undergrads now—union.wisc.edu/get-involved/wud/applications due 02/ 26; 
many Union Staff are staffing doors for Safer Badger—email Courtney with questions/issues 

 

Future meetings 
Another Doodle poll will go out once the frequency of meetings is agreed upon. 

 

4:00-4:05p 

 
Next meeting schedule:  To be determined 
 
Future Agenda Items: 
• Creative Campus Tour 
• ARWG 'wishlist' survey results 
• Arts career fair(s) 

https://omai.wisc.edu/passing-the-mic-festival/)
https://omai.wisc.edu/hhh/
https://apps.admissions.wisc.edu/visitbucky/index.php
https://precollege.wisc.edu/imaging-self/
https://thestudiouw.arts.wisc.edu/
https://union.wisc.edu/get-involved/wud/applications/
mailto:byelich@wisc.edu


In 2017 the Division of the Arts was charged by then Provost Sarah Mangelsdorf with 
assisting arts departments to reverse the trend of dropping enrollment numbers.

We formed a partnership with André Phillips and OAR, assembled and started 
meeting monthly with the Arts Recruitment Working Group, organized two campus 
Art Recruitment Summits, and worked on several arts recruitment initiatives, which I 
will describe. Much of our work was put on hold in the 2019-20 year due to a lack of 
staff capacity as well as the COVID-19 pandemic. This spring, we are delighted to be 
able to bring the ARWG back together and relaunch some of our initiatives. But first 
let me fill in those of you who are new to this group on some of our past efforts.
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With input from OAR’s director of marketing and current arts students, the Division of 
the Arts designed and produced the multi-platform Arts at UW campaign to 
communicate the strength, depth, and breadth of the academic arts at UW-Madison 
as well as the cultural and social resources available to arts students. The foldable 
brochure you see in this slide was one piece of the campaign — we also produced a 
website, video, a tabling set-up, and give-aways.
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I’d like to play the video for you – all the arts in under 2 minutes!  You’ll notice that 
the video is not up to date, as it doesn’t feature the Hamel Music Center – one of our 
first priorities is to update the Arts@UW materials. 
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This photo shows our tabling set up, which we used at events for prospective 
and new students including SOAR, the Sunburst Festival, International 
Students, the Housing Fellows Resource Fair, Badger Bound and College 
Possible Milwaukee. Now, as you all know, the most critical part of a tabling 
setup is the person staffing it. The Division hired student outreach and 
engagement staff and trained them to be able to speak about all of the arts on 
campus.
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In conjunction with CAVR and with help from OAR, the Division of the Arts 
developed the student-led Creative Campus Tour, which ran for over 15 
months. This walking tour took prospective students into the spaces where 
arts student learn and create, spotlighting Textile and Fashion Design, Dance, 
Film, Music, Art, and Theatre academic areas, the Studio residential learning 
community, the Design Gallery, the Chazen, and the Wisconsin Union. 
Our student recruitment staff – you can see Brette and DeQuadray there 2nd

and 3rd from the right – helped to develop and lead the tour activities, and 
Brette became the main coordinator of the tour logistics in her last year. 
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The Division partnered with OAR to offer the first ever Admitted Students Day in the 
Arts in April 2018 and again in April 2019.
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Thanks to the Office of the Provost, the Division was able to offer funds to 
departments to cover recruitment-related travel and materials costs and to offer 
scholarships to boost the number of incoming majors in 5 areas. 

These are only some highlights of our recruitment efforts. 
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So, what do we have planned next? In addition to bringing the ARWG back together, 
we will start with updating the Arts at UW materials to better reflect mid- and post-
pandemic campus opportunities, we will explore the idea of adapting the in-person 
Creative Campus Tour to an online format, most of all…we will talk to and support all 
of you. 
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